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Turning to see
if you’ve missed anything
in a quiet room of the gallery,
you’re startled by a marble head.
His locks are swirling cumulus; the curls
of his beard, entangled waves
whisked by winds. The dome of his skull,
the perfect ceiling above the clouds
from where he looks down at this tumult.
His wide cheeks hold the atmosphere.
Slightly unsealed, his lips are pregnant
with the pre-storm stillness, electrified air;
while his eyes sharpen on a toy ship
rocking unawares—in an instant
sundered.

Head of Zeus
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In the morning haze
the Alps are smoky blue silhouettes
partly veiled by white chiffon swathes,
rising out of Lac Léman and of
slightly darker silk. Wrapped
in quiet they seem to be
emerging from sleep—
a lingering dreamscape
(the actors offstage).
Mont Blanc alone
in the habit of snow and ice
stands sober and vigilant
over the day. Though
their outline describes
a jagged seismograph,
with sharpened senses
I follow the grooves
like the needle of a phonograph,
attempting to translate
feeling’s contours.

Translation
Lavigny, Switzerland
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Horizon of Alps (K)
At the Château de Lavigny, Switzerland

Always at the boundary of vision, of thought
even when we look the other way. Though
often concealed in cloud and mist
veiled in haze, we know they endure.
Seemingly impenetrable matter
we sense a hidden truth, that they are minds
absorbed in contemplation.

On halcyon mornings Lac Léman
almost renders them as they are
in an image on diaphanous depth.
Their peaks shorn of vegetation, sheer faces
of stone, absolute architecture, prefigurations
of the crystals they hold.

Frozen tsunamis, primeval modernists
their abstraction rises above the lake and
its scattered sails—white chips in blue paint—
above the foothills’ sprawl of villages, the tangle
of forests and human lives, above emotion.

Resembling a heterodox order of monks
great mathematicians, geometers whose bible
was Euclid, their enlightenment consisted
in continuous meditation on the axiom
of axioms, the formula of themselves.
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With a sister order they communicate
in antiphon. Snow imparts: Out of moisture
air and cold we make your structures light,
lighter than the empty bones of the tiny birds
that nest in your pockets. They reply:
We keep you from dissolving, lend
you a feeling of permanence.

At times dark clouds envelop the summits,
tense as the disputes at the First Council of Nicaea.
On holidays the iconostasis opens
revealing Mont Blanc, the hooded high priest,
as censers spread their smoke
around the lower pinnacles.

Still epics, skeletons of mythic creatures, crystal skulls
pure forms, the moral law, metalogic, consonants
isolated from vowels. Your secret name:
the voiceless occlusive
k
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From here the sea
seems calm as the folds
in a renaissance rendering
of Mary’s robes. And if you turn
to the west, the hills resemble
the turtles you saw huddled in the sun
at a pond in the Palermo gardens. The trees
are bonsai—intimate though distant,
their forms surveyable. The train tracks
and tunnels recall childhood afternoons.
You could almost bend down and
lift the valley chapel with your hands.
Its bells quietly toll. Counting six strokes,
you wonder if the quality of time
is dependent on the timekeeper.
The snaking cars are silent.
You only hear (despite the contrails)
the squealing of swifts and a breeze
through the bushes. When you sit on a stone
among wild flowers in mid-bloom,
the mosaic in Monreale comes to mind,
of God on the seventh day
seated at the centre of his garden,
how his surroundings seemed real
yet internal to his mind.

View from the Mountain
Sicily


